What’s on

12

The making
of Morrissey
diary dates
quarter-of-a-century
★Morrissey’s
stint in the solo music business

will be put under the spotlight at
Greenwich Picturehouse.
The venue is showcasing Morrissey
25:Live – a concert film shot during
the Mancunian’s intimate gig at
the Hollywood High School, in Los
Angeles, earlier this year.
August 24, at 8.30pm, adult tickets
cost £15. Call 0871 902 5732 to book.

Door Cinema Club will play
★Two
their biggest UK headline show

to date at The O2 on December 13.
Two Door Cinema Club’s guitarist
Sam Halliday said: “It will be the
biggest moment of our career so far.”
Tickets went on sale yesterday and
can be purchased from AXS.com, or
via the booking line 08448 24 48 24.

screening of the Sundance Film
★AFestival
hit The Moo Man will be
held at the Greenwich Picturehouse
tonight (Thursday).
Farmer Steve Hook, who leads
a 55-storng team of unruly cows,
will be answering questions from
the audience afterwards, alongside
producer Heike Bachelier.
The screening starts at 8.30pm. Call
the box office on 01442 877759. See
the trailor at the-mooman.co.uk
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Follow a haunting story
– all around the theatre
dance

Spine-tingling tale of
restless souls will be
told through music
and movement
Beth.Allcock
@wharf.co.uk

T

he spooky-but-true story
of a pianist who felt lost
souls were trying to tell
their stories through his
compositions might ordinarily have
you rooted to your seat at The Space
theatre.
But, in the latest dance-based
production at the Westferry Road
venue, you can follow performers
through the spine-tingling story as it
unfolds.

Members of the Bricolage Dance Movement evoke a spirited tale

The Story Of A Night Pianist will
be performed by the London-based
Bricolage Dance Movement alongside
a live violinist and pianist. The latter
is Lorenzo Turchi-Floris, the subject of
the narrative.
The
mix
of
contemporary
movement, interspersed with ballet
and street dance elements is choreographed by Anna Buonomo and first
appeared on the stage at Trinity Buoy
Wharf last year.
Bricolage company manager Lise
Smith said the combined physical
and musical production boasted a
strong story, which had embraced the
history of the site and the heritage of
the people that lived and worked in
east London during the 19th century.
She said: “The production has been
re-worked and we’ve really enjoyed
re-visiting the movement and making
it as clear as possible for a new
audience.
“For The Space, we have trans-
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MUSIC

Mad Max has vital message
about universal healthcare
screen

Paradise Valley
John Mayer

★★★✩✩

planted a bit. We are going to use
some of the promenade elements and
the audience will be led on a journey
out of the theatre and back in, so they
finish up inside the theatre, with part
of the performance outdoors.
“It’s a challenge compared to
working in a standard indoor black
box theatre space but it will be a more
interesting way of performing.
“The audience will be able to choose
where they stand and which part of
the performance they are focussing
on. It will allow them to get involved
with the narrative.”
She added: “Behind the piece is the
idea that these characters are trapped
souls, restless souls and invisible but
they have a story that needs to be told
through this music.
“We have the history of what
happened to them because that’s the
fabric of the story, and that’s where
the movement comes from.
“Hopefully it has been particularly accessible for audiences who
don’t necessarily always come to see
dance.”
Aug 26 to September 1, 8pm,
£12/£8, space.org.uk.

This is an impressive return to
form, after the disappointing
Born And Raised in 2012.
Every track here is likeable,
from the blues-influenced
Waitin’ On The Day and Call Me
The Breeze, to the closing track
On The Way Home. Meanwhile,
his on-off squeeze Katy Perry
duets with Mayer on the aptly
titled Who You Love.
After illness, Mayer admits he
has lost projection, but with his
recognisable voice and amazing
guitar skills, who needs more? SL

DVD

Oblivion

(12) 126mins

★★★✩✩

Earth is reduced to a wasteland
by a pernicious race called Scavs.
Survivors are evacuated to a
Saturn moon, leaving behind
small teams to protect vital
resources.
When maintenance officer
Jack Harper (Tom Cruise) rescues
an astronaut from a crashed
space shuttle he begins to
uncover a conspiracy.
Oblivion is a ponderous postapocalyptic thriller that allows
Cruise to perform impressive
acrobatics amid a blitzkrieg
of expensive pyrotechnics and
digital effects. DS

book

Elysium

(15) 109mins

I

magine a world,” goes the
uber-gravelly voice running
round my head as this movie
nears its end – “where the
rich have everything and the poor
have nothing. One man dared to
dream – healthcare that meets the
needs of everyone, free at the point
of delivery based on clinical need
not ability to pay. Matt Damon is
Aneurin Bevan in a Comic Strip
production of NHS!”
I wished that voice would shut
up because this is a laudable movie,
beautifully crafted and with a
cuddly message brutally conveyed.
South African writer-director
Neill Blomkamp made stark political
points in his breakthrough District 9
which was a grubby prawn cocktail
of sci fi and activism.
Here, he takes a modern peril (the
gap between rich v poor) and does a
similar thing only with more bucks
and bigger stars.
The poor live on stinky earth, the
rich off-planet on pristine Elysium
– and never the twain shall meet if
defence secretary Delacourt (Jodie
Foster) has her way.
Blomkamp is more at home
among the blue collar oiks and the
most effective sequences of the
movie take place in the sprawling,
endless metropolis of LA, part
ghetto, part rubbish dump.
It is here that Matt Damon’s
reformed crim Max DeCosta makes
a living on the production line
making the instruments of his
oppression – law enforcement
robots – for corporate meanie John
Carlyle (William Fichtner).
Ever wondered who built the
Death Star and all those whizz-bang
devices in shinier movies than
this? It’s people like DeCosta in blue

Matt Damon as Max with Alice Braga as Frey
overalls, earning dimes, getting
sweaty, with no reward except a
lethal dose of radiation when he
does the Year 2154 equivalent of
removing a shuttle stuck in a loom.
With five days to live, Elysium’s
exclusive cure-all medical bays
provide the only solution. But
to earn his passage on the illegal
convoys, he must make a daring
raid on the brain of corporate chief
Carlyle which holds data that has
great value on the black market.
Max inadvertently uploads
Delacourt’s conspiracy to alter the
source code of Elysium and when
he’s left with the only version in
his own noggin (back up, people,
always back up) it gives him a
useful bargaining chip.
Standing between earth and
Elysium though is Delacourt’s goon
Kruger. Sharlto Copley plays him
part avuncular bully, part WWF
Santa as he gleefully sets about his
task of teasing Max’s childhood

pal Frey who has a sick child and a
chronic case of the flashbacks.
Damon, as always, is excellent as
the everyman hero – flawed and
frightened in the face of death. He
goes from journeyman to action
man (low born to high Bourne?) as
best as he can with meagre clues to
his essential character.
The final act feels like a letdown
after the excellence of the set-up
while the lame script and sentimentalism hardly helps to create a cast
we care about.
Nevertheless this is confident
and immersive sci fi, executed with
verve and belief. It’s little wonder
Damon has called Blomkamp the
next James Cameron.
Giles Broadbent

Our verdict
Great idea well executed if a
little deflating towards the end

★★★★✩
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The Mortal Instruments

We’re The Millers

Lovelace

We Are Anonymous

Parmy Olson (Heinemann)

★★★★✩

Read on »
Win dinner and
a movie in our
competition
Take 5 / Page 61

Parmy Olson delves into the
world of the cyber insurgency.
With access to many of the
leading players, Olson builds a
picture of how disparate people
from around the world started
their online careers through chat
channels such as 4chan, playing
pranks on people for “lulz”,
before finding themselves drawn
into increasingly daring stunts.
A must-have read for anyone
intrigued by the dark and
turbulent underbelly of the
internet. BM

With Harry Potter out the way, the
fantasy franchise arena is open
for The Mortal Instruments, based
on books in which an ordinary
teenager discovers she’s not
ordinary after all.
Clary (Lily Collins) is a Shadowhunter, half-angel warriors locked
in a war with demons.
Settle in for overblown, angsty
self-discovery and woe.

Jennifer Aniston “strips” to give
this run-of-the-Millers and crude
comedy some much-needed pep.
David Clark (Jason Sudeikis) must
fake a family to smuggle some
drugs over the border from Mexico,
getting in all sorts of fixes along
the way.
It is notable, perhaps, only for
the impressive Hollywood debut of
former Brit child star Will Poulter.

In 1972, Linda Lovelace, became an
overnight sensation as the freshfaced star of hardcore adult film
Deep Throat. She fell into obscurity
only to emerge years later with a
tale of exploitation.
Amanda Seyfried heads a
strong cast in this affectionate and
evocative biopic of the countercultural icon whose cries for help
go unheard.

★★✩✩✩

★★✩✩✩

★★★✩✩

